Superior Screen Performance - No Wall Needed

Imagine that you could add a screen anywhere you need it without worrying about glare issues, no matter how much light is in the room. Together, Da-Lite and Chief make this possible.

When you combine a Parallax Thin ambient light-rejecting screen from Da-Lite and a Fusion ceiling mount from Chief, you get superior screen performance that can be mounted anywhere - no wall needed.

The Parallax Difference

With the Parallax surface, no matter how much uncontrolled ambient light is in the room, the result is always a vivid, high-contrast image.

Each layer of Parallax plays a role in preserving the image that is reflected back to the viewer. Some layers absorb light while one layer shaped like a microscopic saw-tooth blocks light from above. And while other ambient light rejecting surfaces cannot be used with laser projectors, Parallax is 4K-ready and compatible with laser projection.

A Perfect Pair

The Parallax Thin quickly and easily attaches to a Chief Fusion ceiling mount right out of the box. No additional equipment needed! And with a Fusion ceiling mount, achieving the perfect positioning is made easy with installer-friendly features.
The solution is a great fit for:

- Digital signage
- Restaurants
- Houses of worship
- Corporate entryways

Parallax 0.8

Gain: 0.8 | Horizontal Viewing Half Angle: 85°

For standard throw projectors (15:1 throw or greater)

- 17° vertical half angle
- Less than 2% color shift
- Available in sizes up to 120” diagonal
- Laser projection compatible

Parallax UTS 0.45

Gain: 0.45 | Horizontal Viewing Half Angle: 80°

For ultra-short-throw projectors (0.4:1 throw or less)

- 55° vertical half angle
- Less than 2% color shift
- Available in sizes up to 120” diagonal
- Laser projection compatible

What You Need

Parallax Thin

- Choose from Parallax 0.8, UST 0.45 or 2.3
- Thin 3/8” bezel aluminum frame
- 1” depth
- Ships fully assembled
- Weight range 50-95lbs depending on size

XCM1U Fusion™ XL Single Pole Ceiling Mount

- + 5°/- 20° tilt
- 250 lbs (113.4 kg) weight capacity
- UL Listed and TAA Compliant

XCM7000 Fusion™ XL Dual Pole Ceiling Mount

- + 7.5°/- 20° tilt
- 300 lbs (136.1 kg) weight capacity
- UL Listed and TAA Compliant